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jrior department, today said he had
rejected Thaw's appeal from the decision of the Immigration board of In-- !
quiry, upholding the findings of the
board and ordering the deportation of
Thaw forthwith. This order was car
ried out this morning.
II
The writ of habeas corpus or writ
of prohibition issued at Montreal,
said Mr. Doherty, did not enjoin the
immigration authorities from taking
this step.
"I issued the warrant for the deportation of Thaw which has been
unheralded to Coaticook last night. acted on this morning. I did it in
Accompanied by his subordinates pursuance of my duty as acting min
and two policemen, Robertson went to ister of the interior," said Judge DoThaw's quarters shortly before 8 o'- herty.
HE
clock this morning. They found Thaw
"What about the court orders, the
out of bed and dressed and about to writ of prohibition ami the writ of
start on what he called his day's walk. habeas corpus?" he was asked.
AND
"There had been a good deal of
Robertson, as spokesman for the
group, told Thaw that he had orders misunderstanding on these points,"
to deport him back to Vermont. Thaw replied Judge' Doherty. "There was
could not have been more surprised no writ of prohibition directed to the
had he been told that he was scot authorities who had Thaw in custody.
free. Before Thaw had replied, Rob- As for the writ of haneas corpus it
ertson ordered him to get ready at was directed to the officer who had
once for the trip, adding that an auto Thaw in custody before the board
It directed
mobile was waiting for the dash to of inquiry took action.
that official to produce Thaw on Mon- the border.
!' " '"! '' " ''
Thaw's surprise changed to fury
"By the operation of the lmmigra
In a moment. He refused to eo. and.
picking up a bottle, hurled it at Rob
ertson. The missile went wild, and session of the officer to whom the
writ of habeas corpus had been dithrough a window and broke
NEWSPAPER MEN GIVE HIM AUTO RIDE crashed
rected.
He came by operation of the
on the roadway outside.
Robertson
law
into
possession of the officials.
and his men seized the prisoner and
There was no court order restricting
room.
from
him
the
forcibly ejected
them and nothing to prevent them
As Thaw was unceremoniously carMother
With
Bis
Communication
Get
Inter
to
the order for deportation."
Fugitive Attempts
executing
automoried down the stairs to the
Jerome
Unsuccessfal
and His Counsel in Montreal, But Is
bile, he kicked and fought his captors,
Leaves at Once for New England, Saying He Will Take
shouting that he was being kidnaped. ZAMACONA SAYS HE IS
Robertson
sought to quiet him with
Matteawan
From
Charge of Man Who Escaped
assurances that the proceeding was
Canadian Attorneys Claim Irregularity
ON PRIVATE BUSINESS
entirely regular, and that his cries
were futile. The ,iwo Dominion policemen aided actively in placing BUT WASHINGTON BELIEVES HE
With the
The first stop in New Hampshire Thaw in the automobile.
Colebrook, N. H., Sept. 10. Harry
IS IN UNITED STATES REPK. Thaw wandered about the hills was made at West
Stewartstown, prisoner safe, the entire party, policeRESENTING HUERTA
men and all, entered the car and was
of Coos county, N. H., for three hours where Thaw tried again, unsuccessfultoday after being thrust across the ly, to get In touch with his mother whirled away to the border.
Washington, Sept. 10. Manuel Zam- A knot of spectators gathered quickCanadian border at Norton Mills, and and attorneys.
acona, former Mexican ambassador to
'
was arrested by Sheriff Drew of Coos
After leaving West Stewartstown, ly outside the building and .watched the United States, stopped here today
county at Little School house, five Thaw stopped at the farm of Mrs. the struggle. Except for the princi- on his way to New York where he
miles from Colebrook, just before Martha
Appleton, wheer he en- pals, they were the only persons in says he has private business.
noon.
tered the kitchen and asked for per Coaticook who knew what was going
"A beggar has nothing to give," was
Thaw made no resistance and was mission to use the telephone. Again on None of the lawyers here repre- - his
cryptic "respond tu questions. '
he failed to connect, either with Mont- - Renting New orr state was notinea
brought immediately Jo Colebrook.
The
former ambassador said he ex
Thaw in his wanderings was accom- real or with Colebrook where court was of the plan to deport Thaw, and none
to proceed to New York in a
pected
panied only by newspaper men. He in session and where he wished tojof Thaw's lawyers had an inkling of day or two. Unofficially it is underwhat was in the air. They were stood
did not know where to go.
engage a New Hampshire attorney.
that Zamacona is prepared to
After leaving Mrs. Appleton's farm dumfounded when they learned what continue the negotiations which John
Leaving Norton Mills he stopped
for a few minutes at Averill, Vt, and, Thaw proceeded about five miles had happened. Thaw was 15 inutes Lind
began, provided the Washington
inter-bleaving there, doubled back into Can- down the road, when he was arrested a way, well on the road to the
decides to receive him
government
'national line, before the newspaper
Vermont at Canaan,
Sheriff Drew.
ada,
and the Huerta government accedes to
squad learned what had happened. the conditions which will be imposed.
then crossed the Connecticut river at
Habeas Corpus Is Asked
'
the
Stewartstown. No one attempted to
Thaw's lawyers late this afternoon They followed him. He crossed
8:55
o'clock,
at
Mills
Norton
near
"no
detain him.
To Protect Foreigners
applied for a writ of habeas corpus
He was planning, when arrested, to before Superior Judge Chamberlain. When he was well within the state,
Mexico City, Sept. 10. With the obstrike a railroad and buy a through The judge was busy with another the immigration officers stopped their ject of forestalling possible demonstra'
ticket to Detroit. He tried vainly to
but said he would consider the car, deposited Thaw on the ground. tions against foreigners during the
told him he was free and drove back celebration of Independence
get In connection with his lawyers at matter.
day on
to the Canadian border.
was
Montreal. Failing in this, he resumSheriff Drew admitted that he
Dr.
Aureliano
16,
Urrutia,
September
ed his blind journey until detained by holding the prisoner without any warthe minister of the interior, today sent
Him
Take
Will
Jerome
the sheriff. The sheriff, had no war- rant and was worried lest he be forcto the governors of all the
telegrams
William
10
Manchester, Vt., Sept.
rant, but held hint as a fugitive from ed to release him. Thaw was in his
Mexican states, urging them to take
New York's special
lawyer's' office, technically detained. Travers Jerome,
justice.
and energetic measures to
in the Thaw case, left appropriate
representative
Harry K. Thaw enjoyed three brief
disorder.
Manchester at noon by automobile for prevent
Didn't Know What to Do
hours of liberty in northern New EngNorth Adams, Mass., where he was
land today, but was arrested shortly
Coaticook, Que., Sept. 10. Harry K. notified of the arrest of Thaw at
HE, DENIES STATEMENTS
before noon on a country road five Thaw, removed forcibly from his quarSept. 10. Cross examWashington,
go
He said he would
Colebrook.
A. Emery today
miles from here by Sheriff Holman ters here today, at noon was a free
of
James
ination
there at once.
,
Drew.
house
concluded
Thaw was in an automobile aent in American territory, travel- the
xooby commitBefore leaving here Mr. Jerome had
with some newspaper correspondents. ing in an automobile with a number a
- tee's investigation of the alleged inAtwith
long telephone conference
He entered the sheriff's car without of American newspaper repouiB.
fiarmodv of New York, fluence of the National Association
of Manufacturers in legislation, and
The Matteawan fugitive was droppiotest, although the officer had no
suggesting that the New York authoriwarrant for his arrest.
preparations were made to begin the
sed over the border by the Canadian ()pp
as
Thaw,a
anprehen8ion
for
labor lobby.
probe Into the
Thaw was taken to the office of authorities into Vermont Alone, daz- - p
from jugtice
President Gompers of the American
Thomas Johnson, a local attorney, ed and free, he did not know what
that
Re expreggecl great Burprise
Federation of Labor was summoned
whom he retained as his legal adviser. to do. The newspaper men following
the Canadian ofriciais had not noti- - for late
today. Emery referred to a
Thaw lost his hat on the way and hira tools him into their car ana trav- fled him of thelr lntent)on to deport
statement by Gomppublished
noon
had
At
recently
wore a cap borrowed from one of the eled with him.
they
Thaw. He learned that notification ers
has elected 16 men to
labor
that
Hamp-waNew
Vermont
into
from
Island
men.
His 'only possession passed
rewspaper
sent t0 the authorities at
congress and put one man in the
was a bunch of cigars.
shire,
Vt., but so late, he said, as to
Point,
cabinet.
president's
the
to
car
newspa-As the
Jerome Is Sent For
progressed,
mal?e lt impossible for any one
"If the National Association of
Sheriff Drew wired William Travers permen reported Thaw's movements. reacn Norton Mills in time to arrest
Manufacturers claimed that it had
Jerome to come at once to take
Believing this morning that he was rphaw.
elected five men to congress," said
resisted
he
forcibly
charge of the fugitive.
being kidnaped,
Emery, "the front page of every yelWhen Thaw crossed the internation- - his removal from Coaticook, only to;
Lawyers are Dumfounded
low journal in, tbe country would have
dash
members
10.
al boundary at 9 o'clock this morn- find that the outcome of his quick
The
Montreal. Sent.
'
a
hemorrhage tomorrow morning.
an automobile to American rerri-- of thaw's family and his lawyers here
Ing, for the first time since his
rest at Coaticook three weeks ago, itory was to bring him unexpected were dumfounded when they learned
he was a free man. He stood for a freedom ard place him in the hands itnat the fugitive had been deported,
few moments, not knowing what way; of the men who up to the present'
t am simply paralyzed," said J. N.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
to go, and then asked one of the time had devoted their energies to re- - Greenshields, K.
.,. the leader' of
Thaw's band of lawyers. "I cannot
newspaper correspondents who had porting his case.
4.
4.
Thaw was dazed at the suddenness understand it. With" a writ of prohi-o- f
followed him from Coaticook in Rn
Sept. 10. Senate: The
Washington,
the events of the morning: with-- ; im0n and habeas corpus It seems to
automobile, if he might enter his car.
with
committee conferred
steering
On reaching Averill, Thaw attempted out his array of legal counsel he did me 0 ,0 'utterly impossible to
President Wilson, agreed to proceed
know where to turn for advice. ije.ve. It certainly is a disgrace to to
to get in telephone communication
currency legislation and conferred
with his mother and his lawyers at After brief consultation with the jne country and to our administra-newspape- r on plan of action.
men, the automobile hired tjon of law. All we can do, if Thaw
Montreal, but was unsuccessful.
Committee investigating West Virthe automobile, Thaw by the reporters, wih Tha w in lt, has been forced across the line, is to ginia strike continued to take
and "his newspaper acquaintances went on to Averill. Here a brief stop bring Robertson, the assistant superin-wa- s
made and by 10 o'clock he had tendent of the immigration depart-crossedoubled back into Canada for a short
House: Agreed to close debate on
the Vermont line into New ment, before the court of King's administration currency bill Saturday
distance and then returned to American territory through Canada' and Hampshire.
bench; but, what good will that do night and bold day and night; sessions
Armed with written orders to de- us?"
Beeeher Falls, Vt., crossing the Conmeanwhile.
necticut river into New Hampshire at port Thaw, issued by C. J. Doherty,
Representative Esch introduced a
10 o'clock. Throughout the trip Thaw acting minister of the interior, at OtActed Within Rights
bill to authorize the interstate commade no attempt to conceal his
tawa, E. Blake Robertson, assistant
Ottawa, Ont, Sept. 10. C. "J. Do- merce commission to compel instalcame
of
immigration,
superintendent
herty, as acting minister of the in- - lation of automatic train stops.
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Washington, Sept. 10 The democratic tariff revision bill, as it passed
the senate last night, chauged in
many particulars from the form in
which it left the house, over four
months ago, went back to that body
today, and tomorrow will find its way
into a joint conference committee,
where, the finishing touches will be
given to it.
The senate stole a march on the
house, when, immediately after passing the bill, it decided to "insist on
its amendments" and ask for a conUnder this procedure, when
ference.
the bill went to the house today there
was nothing for the house to do but
accept the amendments or meet with
the request of the senate for the
appointment of a house committee.
The move of the senate leaders, while
formal in character, saved a day's
time in getting the bill into the joint
conference committee.
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DOWN IN VERMONT,

Dumfounded by Sudden Developments,
While's Slayer Is at Loss What to Do

CITY EDITION

10, 1913.

DIRIGIBLE BREAKS LOOSE
Leipsic, Saxony, SeptriO". Two

Sol-

diers were killed and another Zeppelin dirigible balloon narrowly escaped
destruction here today when the great
was
German military
airship
wrenched free from the hands of 150
men and carried aloft by a sudden
gust of wind. The dirigible still is
in the air.
Z-- 2

TO BE WORLD'S BIGGEST HOTEL
New York, Sept. 10. Title to the

large plot extending along the east
side of Broadway between Forty-fourtstreets changej
and Forty-fifthands todaA The greater part of
the plot is now occupied by the New
York and Criterion theaters and has
been owned by a syndicate of which
Klaw and Erlanger have been the
largest stockholders. The new owner
is the Century
Holding company,
which purposes to erect a
hotel on the site. The hotel is designed to be the largest in the world,
containing 1,800 guest rooms. It will
represent an investment of $12,500,-000- .
If the plans of the promoters
do not- - miscarry the hotel will be completed and ready for opening within
15 months.
h

h

y

INNOCENT

San Francisco, Sept. 10. Maury I.
Diggs, awaiting sentence as a con- victed white slaver, was placed on
trial again today in the same court
and before the same judge, charged
with subornation of perjury. Jointly
indicted with him is Charles B. Harris
of Sacramento, formerly his attorney.
Nellie Barton, a Sacramento girl,
testified in the Diggs trial that she
was called to Harris' ofice by Diggs
and there coached la testimony which
she was to supply to Marsha War
rington.
At the request of counsel for both
sides sentence on Diggs and Caml- netti, also convicted, was postponed,
as had been expected, until next Mon
day.
William A. Hesiter, the juror who
voted Caminetti guilty and then denounced the verdict as a disgrace,
was haled before Judge VanFleet co-day and severely reprimanded.
"You are absolutely unfit to sit
with intelligent jurors where a man's
liberty is at stake," the court told
hliS.
Heister apologized abjectly.
"Did you say that you believed
Caminetti innocent and that you did
not want to convict him?" asked
Judge VanFleet.
"Yes, sir, I did," answered Heister.
'I only voted to convict him because
you told me to."
"Do you mean to say," pursued
Judge VanFleet, "that this court ever
told you to convict Caminetti ov any
one else?"
"That Is what I understood you to
mean," insisted Heister.
It is on the contention that Judge
VanFleet's charge to thg jury was
biased that the defense is seeking an
appeal.

MAKES
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IHIORAL FILM

SAMUEL H. LONDON ARRESTED
TAKING
PICTURE OF EL
PASO'S "RED LIGHT"
El Paso, Tex, Sept. 10. Samuel H.
London, a New York and El Paso lawyer, representing a Hebrew society
of national standing engaged in gath-

ering evidence against white slavery,
was arrested here today with several
employes on a charge of making immoral moving pictures. They were making a picture in imitation of El Paso'3
"red light" reservation, with several
women and men posing as habitues
of the district.
Mr. London claims the film is being
made to show to civic societies in a
crusade against white slavery. He
says he has already made other sections of the film in New York and
in Chicago, showing the arrival and
distribution of foreign girls into slavery. He and five of his company paid
$100 each in fines In the police court
and left El Paso at noon for New
York.

V

THE BANKERS

SAYS' THEY WISH TO PERPETU
ATE A SYSTEM OF GREAT
' INIQUITY :

,

Washington, Sept. 10. The admin
istration currency bill today, started
on its devious way to tha Btatuto
books when Chairman Glass, of the
house banking committee and one of
the fathers of the measure, opened!
the currency debate in the house.
Mr. Glass replied at length to the
criticisms that the federal reserve
board, placed by the hill la control
financial system
of the proposed
would, with its wide powers, be sub
ject to political influences.
"There is no politics, in tllis mat"
ter; there can he none. It ib iny
earnest conviction, hased on long and
serious reflection, that no man can
conceive, as none has yet pointed out,
how any part of this system can be
perverted to political uses," said he.
"I happened to he present when au
eminent banker suggested such a.
possibility to the present occupant of
the executive chair, and heard this
banker vainly challenged to show
how it might he dene. I shall not.
soon forget the emphasis with which
the president of tbe mifed States declared that no man would ever be
found who would be willing to imperil
his reputation or tarnish his fame by
so flagrant a prostitution of his high
office.

"The whole fight of the great
is to drive U3 from our firm re
solve to break down the artificial connection between the. hanking business
of this country and tha stock speculative operations in th money cen
ters. The avowed purpose or ting bin
is to cure this evil. They do not
want existing arrangements disturbed1; they desire to perpetuate ,a fic
titious, unscientific system, sanction
ed by law, hut condemned by Experi
ence and bitterly offensive to tha
American people a system which "ev
erybody knows encourages and proCAUIET-liECL- A
ONLY
motes the worst description of stock
gambling.
of California,
MINE NOW AT WORK Representative Hayes
ranking republican member of the
banking committee, opening debate for
the republicans, endorsed part of the
IN
OVERTIME
DIFFICULT
IT HAS
bill, but attacked the provision: allow
COMING EFFECT OF COPPER
ing national banks only 5 per cent
MINERS' STRIKE
profit on their investment in the federal reserve banks.
Cal10.
The
Calumet, Mich.,' bept
Majority Leader Underwood put
umet and Hecla Mining company,
a resolution closing general
through
of
producing today about
when the house adjourned Satdebate
comis
the
norma.1
only
its
capacity,
,
pany that has been successful in mak- urday.
miners'
in
the copper
ing any inroads
strike, which enters its eighth week
DEATH IS A
tomorrow. The only other mines pro- SUDDEN
Isle
and
are
the
Superior
ducing
Royale, subsidiaries of tne Calumet ; .CAUSE OF SUSPiCI
and Hecla, and the Copper !, Range
Consolidated and Quincy.
.
These mines are producing only WALLER S. BAKER DROPS DEAD
small tonnages each day. A total of
WEARING VEST TURNED
INSIDE OUT
4,700 tons of copper rock is being
brought to the surface daily from the
shafts now in operation, which js ap- San Francisco, Sept. 10. Waller S.
the Baker, aged 55, a prominent attorney
of
nrnximatelv- only
district's normal tonnage.
of Waco, Tex., was stricken in the
The Mohawk, Wolverine, Ahmeek, street here last night and died on.
Alloueze, Continental, Osceola, Tama his way to a hospital.
The police are investigating a rerack, Franklin, Hancock, Lake and
Winona mines are tied up completely port that several hundred dollars was
discovered to he missing from Baker'g
by tha strike.
pockets. A curious feature in conFRENCH BOATS WIN
nection with the case is that r.
vf-swas found to be turned imhlo
London, Sept. 10. The French
Desperjons II today won the out. ills coat was buttoned over it.
Baker was visiting here wiiii lr,.i
first race of the international motor-boa- t
trophy series in Osborne bay.' wife ,and children, and his hroi'nv,
The winner finished the course of James D. Baker, a)l of Wnco.
!: i
32.4 miles in 41 minutes and 34 sec- declined to accompany ilw others i
onds. The Mapleleaf IV, a British a theater last night on the p
U)
entry, was second' and Ankle Deep, that he ,'was not fccline wv!!.
America's champion motorboat. own went to a Market rlsuet f''""? firr
ed by Count Casimir S.' Mankowskt and while comin
of Lake George, finished third.
sidewalk.
one-thir-
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while the strictly beef cattle
have suffered a much greater actual
and per cent reduction. Sheep declined from 54,631,000 to 52,362,000, and
under the spell of the free wool of
the new tariff, will, without dou'.ir,
decline much more than that in the
next two years. Yet notwithstanding
the great falling off In numbers, the
total value has increased, cows bein?
worth, $815,000,000 in 1912, as compared with $650,000,000, the value of
the much greater number in 1908,
says the St. Louis Democrat.
The other side ot this picture in the
rapid Increase in the consuming popuWhile the cattle dropped i2
lation.
inper cent in number, the population
afstate
of
11
This
cent.
creased
per
fairs existed ia 1912, during tlu) campaign In which democratic platforms
orators and press were assuring ns
that the high prices would como flown
with a free trade tariff. The people
knew better by a considerable majority, but unfortultoua conditions gave
the minority the power to make things
worse instead of better.
It Is not merely from the side of the
breakfast and dinner tableB this matter should he viewed. With the
shortage in cattle and sheep and their
hicher nrlce comes a scarcity of
leather and higher prices for all
leather good. Only a few days ago
a prominent shoe manufacturer .gave
us warning that shoes werg going to
cost us more because of tha rise in
price of leather. We shall have to
pay more or take a poorer shoa for
goods
the same price. All wooleu
must also go up in proportion as
sheep decline and wool advances.
Butter and cheese, eggs and poultry
will cost more. Even cotton goods
will advance, as farmers turn from
cotton and pay more attent'-r- i to bet
crops and live stccU. The
of
farming 3tems fit
profitable
day
hand, but the profits will come out
of the pockets cf those who are already finding them being emptied by
the high prices of things they eat and
wear. The agricultural writer
farmers to grow more calves,
horses, sheep and hogs, which is good
advice, Indeed, for swelling the farmers' bank accounts, but it will take a
long time for them to grow enough
to bring down the cost of living.
609,000,
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A Physician's Faith in

NIGHT

FIELDING

Tefcer cubsis Medicine

AT PHOTOPLAY

THEATER
THE POPULAR ROMAINE AND THE
LUBIN COMPANY TO BE
FEATURED

Tonight is Fielding NMght" at the
Photoplay theater, and the program
promises to be excellent. The pictures that will be shown featuring Mr.
Fielding and his company are "The
Power of Silence," in two reels, and
"His Western Way," in one reel. Man
agers Duncan and Browne hav? made
arrangements for a Fielding night
each Wednesday and all Las Vegas
movie fans are looking forward to
Wednesday as the big night. The
synopses of the plays which will be
given tonight are as follows:
"The Power of Silence"
PART I

d,

aUie

ul-g-

'

God-give-

Let us show you how perfectly a
Adjustable Dress Form can duplicate your figure. Changes In fashion
can'i effect It. It is adjustable in each end every section to every
rhange In style. WILL LAST YOU A LIFE TIME.
HALL-BORCHER-

1L'

INTRODUCTORY

M

which the herder has thrown over
him, realizes it means death and attempts to shoot the herder, but has
not the power to do so, when he looks
Into his face. Then he attempts suicide and is again foiled by the Silent
One and in the agony of fear he
grasps the herder and they struggle
over the balcony of an old ruins to
fall to death below, thus ending the
career of good anu evil.
"His Western Way"
A western born girl and boy have
grown up from childhood, sweethearts.
The girl's mother has social ambitions and finally compels the father
and the girl to move to the city. The
girl, enraptured over the prospects
of seeing things, refuses to marry
her sweetheart and goes with a man
about town. He proposes and she
accepts much to the delight of the
mother and the chagrin of the father,
The cowwho is a true westerner.
his fathand
misses
his
playmate
boy
er finding him in the corral deep in
thought tells his son to go to get the
gal and bring her home. The boy,
who is made of the right stuff, says
"I will" and goes to the city, there to
find that the girl has absorbed the
artificial stimulus caused by environment. He starts to return to the station to go back home when he runs
across the man about town who is
pnder the influence of liquor and
showing his sweetheart's picture to a
pal, bragging over his conquest. The
cowboy promptly takes the picture
from him and knocks him down returns to the home of the girl and tells
her father the conditions. The noy
enters the sitting room, finds the
mother and daughter drinking ea,
and tells the "irl he wants her to go
back with him, bit she refuses. He
time in his life,
then, for the
clasps his sweetheart in his arms and
by force takes a real lover's kiss. The
girl then realizes that she has loved
him all the time and against her
mother's protests puts on her things
and goes with him. They pick up
her father and take him back to the
mountains where the friends tried
and true meet them and they are married the minute the train reaches the
mountain station, much to the amuse
ment of the passengers and citizens
present. As the train leaves every
body waves, wishing them good luck.

t&

WEDDING OF CHINAMAN
Lynn, Mass., Sept. 10. Many Chin
ese from Boston and elsewhere came
to Lynn today for the first wedding of
and American born Chinese to take
The brideplace in New England.
groom was Edwin Goonyep, who was
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FORM SALE

DRESS

Of the Famous Hall Borcliert Majestic "Perfection"
and
Dress Forms.

Adjustable

The policies, methods and hiirh-grad- e
dependable merchandise offered patrons of this
house, find still Kreutar expression in our efforut to please 1T placiojr before them the very
best obtainable in Dress Korms-t- he
Hall Borchert S. Majestic Adjustable and

Dress Forms.
This famous make represents the hiahest attainment. 'in the art of makinc Dress
Forms, embodying such exclusive features as the High and Low bust, Telescopic Hip
and Hinged Waist, permitting the Independent adjustment of every inch of surface
enabling any figure, style or proportion to be duplicated easily.
We are showing complete line of these Uuiiranteed Dress Forms at $8. BO to $16. SO

mm

THE LEADERS IN THEIR LIME
rt
In purchasing
Adjustable Dress Forms you are guaranteed independent
and every part, which means loo per cent adjustable
adjustability in each
efficiency. Don't
miss this salel It Is oi importance and interest to every Dressmaker and Home-sewIn Las
Vegas.

habit-formin- g

i

Thomas Lowry, a wealthy old ranch
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
realizes his alloted time on
owner,
GROWER
is drawing to a close and
earth
this
$2.00
One Year
to protect his adopted daughwishing
Blx Months
ter Jane he discovers that the Silent
One, a sheep herder of silent mien
and powerful personality, loves his
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip
Jane. He heartily approves of the
tions.)
match and requests that they marry.
Remit by draft, check or money or
They agree. In the midst of his blessder. If sent otherwise we will not
ing he receives a letter from his
be responsible for loss.
in the east stating that he is
nephew
free
gn
Specimen copies
coming west to visit his uncle. Upon
receipt of a letter the old man requests the Silent One to meet his
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
nephew at the train. He does so. The
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
easterner, upon his arrival in the
PAID FOR
west, runs afoul of Hen Arkwrlght, a
gun man who is on a spree and shootthe
are
Advertisers
ing up the town. The easterner is
guaranteed
much perturbed and is in a precarious
circulation
and
weekly
largest daily
position with hands up at the busiof any newspaper in northern New
ness end of Hen's guns, when the
Mexico.
Silent One discovers his plight and
guessing who the tender foot is, re
Telephones
moves the guns without friction from
Main
Business Office
the bad man. He silences the citizens
..Main
News Department
when they attempt to thank him for
the deed, asking them .If the newcomer
is Sinclair, the man he is after,
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1913,
and requests that he follow him. He
takes him back to the ranch with
THi3 MILK OUDINANCE
him.
After the tenderfoot meets
THE UNDRESSED GIRL
Jane and falls In love with her and
Undoubtedly the passage of a milk
(Kate Upson Clark, In Leslie's)
all but wins her from the Silent One
inspection ordinance by the city counIf those girls and women expect to who looks on without words.
Old
cil will be a step in the right direc- obtain "happiness" by wearing stock- man
Lowry is suddenly stricken and
and ings, skirts and. waists wV.ich expose dies
tion. Throughout the length
leaving a will giving all to his
breadth of the land it is conceded that ad much of their bare, skin as they daughter Jane. The tenderfoot sees
too great care cannot be taken in the cm show without being
they this and in attempting 'o steal it, the
handling of articles consumed by the ar going to hj "lclently disappoint Silent One enters and nearly chokes
'
public as food. Especially trueTs this cd. Let tnetn read almost ar.y cue bin to death, compelling him to reof milk, In which bacteria multiply of the great philosophers, an cient or lease the 'will old Lowry had written.
with rapidity. Contaminated milk has modern, and h?y will find that, wide Jane pleads with the Silent One not
been found responsible for the spread ly as they
on almost tuy to take a life and the tenderfoot is
of epidemics of typhoid and upon it other point, they will agree on this: allowed to depart. Jane
and the
has been placed the blame for the in- that happiness is a
and sheep herder kneel beside their dead
crease of tuberculosis in many local- that it seldom or never comes to benefactor, each suffering in their
;
ities.
those who seek directly after it, but own way. Thus we leave them for
;$(
The proposed city ordinance, recent- results from working away day by the time- being.
PART II
ly drawn up by DiBtrict Attorney day at that commonplace and unat
Six months later we find Jane, who
Charles w. a. Ward at the request of tractive thing called "duty."
The
J. Taupert, undoubted- wearing of immodest clothing leads has recovered from her fascination
Mayor Hi
for the city chap, indulging in an afly yould create a condition In Las just the other way from happiness.
of
consumers
fectionate
leave taking as the Silent
which
Ycgas under
A young man handsome, refined,
milk and cream could be assured of and accustomed to the best society, One eoes to his sheep and to his
Robert. Sinclair, who has in
obtaining those products pure and
said the other day, "If I didn't know labor.
It also cre- that certain of the girls here" (this the Interim been in the east, returns
free for contamination.
west, bent on securing Jane and ner
ates a safeguard for the dairyman, was at a well known summer resort
as he realizes
with
if
he complies
assuring him that
"were really 'nice' and belonged to fortune at any cost,
the ordinance his milk and cream will respectable families, I should judge that he cannot influence her. After
the Silent One has left for his work
have .the approval of the inspector and from their clothes that they wero
Sinclair, who has been observing at
can he sold with the positive guaran
upstarts, if not worse. Some of a short
distance, goes to her and tells
tee of purity.
the fellows say that they would not her of
love and of the wonders
her
also
fixes be seen with some of those
The proposed ordinance
girls awaj
a standard for milk and cream which from this place, where their parents of the great city, and she in her ignorance and innocence believes him.
provides that all articles sold at such are known. If some member of the She
succumbs to his words of love
must toe rich in food values. Milk firm that ..employs them should see
not knowing the true
and
grandeur,
falling helow this standdard must be them under such circumstances, they motive.
The
herder looking
sheep
so labeled.
would surely 'lose their jobs'."
back towards the house sees this and
Th men at present engaged in the
returns to find them clasped in each
dairy business in Las Vegas are in
arms. He quietly tells Jane
others'
favor of the ordinance, they declare
MANY DEBT CASES
she loves Sinclair best she
that
if
for th reason that they are trying
N. M., Sept. 10. With a should marry him, go with him and
Santa
Fe,
to furnish mili and cream of the
few criminal cases, inclding one of be happy, but incidentally warns Sin
best quality and welcome any effort
and a great batch of civil clair that If harm comes to her in
murder,
on the part of the city to fix standards
the docket for the September any way he had best take his own
and create proper safeguards. They suits,
term
of
court is now printed and in life. This long speech means much
declare the proposed ordinance will
the hands of the attorneys who will for this herder of silence. Jane picks
make it impossible for irresponsible
conduct the litigation before Judge E. up her few bundles and leaves for the
persons, with no regard for clean! C.
promised land, only to learn as the
Abbott
ncss or sanitation, to engage in the
months
fly by of its sham and falseTo the surprise of many, the redairy business.
deserts her for an
ness.
Sinclair
"numerous
sensational
divorce
The proposed ordinance covers the ported
of a broken heart
other
dies
she
and
suits" shine by their absence. It is
entire subject ol sanitary dairy pro
in all ten cases for He then lives the life of a bachelor
true
are
that
there
ducts. It is a long and carefully
divorce on the docket, but some of until her money which he has secured
worded instrument. According to its
these are old, and some of the new is gone. He is compelled to return
author, there are come features which ones
to the west and secure money by sell
may be withdrawn. One of the
the
may require change. For this reason
for divorce admitted as ing the balance of her property,
all persons interested have been in applicants
He arrives In the west and
sheep.
a
to
reporter this morning.
'vited by he mayor end aldermen to much
he and the buyers stop the train near
There are seevral suits "for debt";
his ranch. He sells the last of the
attend 'the meeting of the council this
in fact several hardly says it many
In
eveninir. when the ordinance will he
poor misguided girl's property.
might be the better word. But is does the meantime an old friend of the
presented.
not appear that the alleged debtors
Silent One discovers that it Is Sinhave figured prominent as rag danc clair and
knowing the story hastens
ers In this city, as has been hinted to the Silent
A DAJIK riCTUKK
One and tells him that
by an opponent of the new rag. There Sinclair is back. The Silent One
A recent
agricultural writer has is but one murder case and several goes to the vicinity of the sale and
a
dark
painted
picture for the man for assault.
power compels the
by his
who already feels the pinch of the
Judge Abbott stated today that he city man to follow him to the old
high cost of the necessaries of life would have a list of the suits and caves of the Cliff Dwellers where the
and prices. He calls attention to the dates set opposite each, so that the Silent One makes bis home. There
fact that since 1908 the number of public may know when the cases are he tells him that he had warned him,
dairy cattle In the X'nited States has to be tried. This list will be pub- now he must pay. The cowardly man
.
of the city, coming out of the spell
been reduced fiom 2.1,194,000 to 20, lished.
g
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Fit Your Gowns the Right Way

DRESSMAKING

"Have used Eckman's
Alterative In
several cases of tubercular glands of the
neck, with excellent results every time.
Ia one case it cost me ?M, for the girl
was put on it only until she could
to be operated and in a short
time an operation
I
was not needed.
suppose your records are Just as tine as
of old. Yon know tny fultli in It."
(Original of this physician's letter on file.)
Eckiuan's Alterative Is effective In other forms. Head what Mrs. Gnrvin says:.
Idaho Falls, Idaho.
"Gentlemen: I have Rnlned twenty-twpounds since last February and my baby
is in periecc neaitn. I have been waiting
since she was born to see hnw I would
set along. 1 am now doing nil my work,
have' been ever since she was four weeks
old, and I am steadily gulnlng. I do not
cough or raise anvtliiim at all. I believe
my lung trouble Is cured."
(Sworn Affidavit) MISS. M. II. GARVIN.
Note Mrs. Garvin lias seven children.
Eckman's Alterative is effective in Bronchitis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
Lung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries, and write to Eckman
ivaDorutory, rnnaaelpliia, i a., ior more evidence. For sale by all leading druggists
E. G. Murphey and Centra! Drug
Company.

NEW
CHILDREN
FOR SWEATERS
WOMEN ANO

Cool mornings and evenings make a sweater very desirable they are warm, light in weight
and convenient. We are showing the largest and most complete line of Women's and Children's
Sweaters we have ever shown all the newest, desirable styles in the best possible quality for
the money. You'll want one of these garments bofore the season is over why not get it now?

Prices 1.75 to

OO. DO

WOOLTEX
SUITS

"FRANKEL"

FOR

WOMEN

&.o$miWM6 Son,
Eottiilialiod

1862

born in California, but has been a resident of Lynn for several years. The
bride, Miss Alice Moynyun, is a native of Providence.

SUITS
MEN

5outK5idPlfl5c

SUMMER

EXCURSIONS

FOR

TO

Tne healing demulcent qualities of

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are
not duplicated in any other medicine
for coughs and colds. Any substitute
offered you is an Inferior article. Re
fuse t oaccept it for It can not produce
the healing and soothing effect of Fo
Inley s Honey and Tar Compound.
sist upon the genuine, which contains
no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
FEASTED

ON

10,000

ALL POINTS

IN COLORADO

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.

MELONS

Webster City, Ia., Sept. 10. It is
estimated that 10,000 men, women and
children from the surrounding country
and nearhy towns today attended
Webster City's annual celebration of
Watermelon Day. Ten thousand melons were Berved free to the visitors.

I

(Pueblo . . $11.90
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs $13.70
(Denver, . . $16.60

Swellings of the flesh caused by
of the
I'lammation, cold, fractures
hone, toothache, neuralgia or rheumatism can be relieved by applying
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
It
should be well rubbed in over the part
affected. Its great healing and penetrating power eases the pain, reduces
swelling and restores natural conditions. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co

Tickets ai e first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final
limit. For fares to other points, please

Adv.

WISCONSIN M. E. CONFERENCE
Beloit, Wis., Sept. 10. Beloit is
entertaining during the ensuing five

call at ticket office.

days the annual meeting of the Wisconsin conference of the M. B. church,
Bishop William A. Quayle, of St. Paul,
is presiding over the sessions.

D. L. BATCHELOR.. Agent
EEZE

.J

M0

For fiea.cia.clie Nervounea
and Backache due to disorders
oi nianeys ana isiadcleiT

OUT

RED CROSS DRUG CO.

O. G. SCHAEFER.

HANDFULS

Si
CAPITAL

PAID IN
SURPLUS

Scalp Itched Terribly. DanoxufFSo
Thick Could Be Plainly Seen.
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Head Clear of Dandruff

$100,000.00

150,000.00

'

and New Hair Coming In.
"Last winter my hair
Hughson, Cal.
began to fall out and later my scalp began
to Itch terribly and my hair was full of dandruff. There wero pimples broke out on my
scalp, especially around the edge of my hair.
Sometimes I would wake up at night and lie
awake an hour or so with the itching. My
hair came out In handfuls when I combed it.
It was dry and lifeless and the dandruff
was so thick it could be plainly soon.
" I used several different kinds of shampoo
and soap but It got worse all the time for
five or six months. When I had lost about
half of my hair I started using Cuticura Soap
and Ointment. In about six weeks my scalp
stopped Itching and in two or throe months
my hair began to como in now. My head
fs clear of dandruff now and now hair Is
(Signed) Mrs.
coming In all the time."
W. R. Candlisli, Dec. 10, 1912.
For pimples and blackheads the following
isamosteffectivoand economical treatment:
Gontly smear the affected parts with Cuticura
Ointment, on the end of the finger, but do not
rub. Wash off the Ci'.tlcura Ointment In Ave
minutes wifh Cuticura Soap and hot water
and continue bathlngforsomo minutes. This
treatment is host on rising and retiring. At
other times use Cuticura tioap freely for tlio
toilet and bath, to assist in preventing inflamtno Pros.
mation, irritation and clogging
Sold everywhere. Literal sample of eat
maiV-free, with 32-- Skin Hook. Address
postcard "Cuticura. Dept. T. Boston."
WMen who shave and shampoo with Cut;
!
icuraSoap will find it best for skin aud scalp;

'

!

M. Cunningham, President.
Prank Springer,

1.

t.

AS

D.

T. Hosklns,

K

S. Lewis, Ass'L

Cashier.
Cash

V

E: 3 A S
Interest Pa.id On Time Deposits
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LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

S30.000 00

Office With the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. Q. HAYUON
H. W, KELLY
D.

T. HOSKINS

Vice

President
President

Treasurer
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
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TWO MURDERS

10

LMio Demand Forcible

BE PROBED BY

Isn't

JURY
COMING SESSION OF COURT
BERNALILLO COUNTY TO
BE

IN

Ask

fir

fjsa'i

Shd

for ifa

"Just

INTERESTING

There is not a medicine for any purpose more carefully made than S S. S. It
represents the highest type of medicine.
Its medical properties are just as essential to well balanced health, If the blood
be sick, as are the nourishing elements of
meats, grains, fats and sugars of our dally
food. S. S. S. is prepared direct from
nativo botanical material. Not a drop of
drugs is added. Not a drop of mineral3
is uses. This is ono of the most important things to know and to remembef
when your blood needs attention.
It is the most effective, the purest, tha
quickest and must reliable medicine.
known for poisoned blood, rheumatism
catarrhal infection, malaria, skin disease.
old sores and all afflictions that show in
the blood, skin, Joint3 and muscles.
An interesting book on tha blood is
mailed to those who write. Get a bottla
of S. S. S. today. It is the world's greatest medicine. Insist upon tho dealer
When Yon Ask for S. S. S. Do So
handing you S. S. S. and don't let hira
With Emphasis. They Will
orate about something that ho can't adUnderstand.
vertise as free from Iodide of potash and
destructive mineral drugs.
tamely submit. Why stand for it?to The o.ther
If you have trouble getting S. S. S.
only reason why any store will try
to The Swift Specific Co., 206 Swift
write
S.
S.
S.
la
the
something else for
S. S. S. 13 the Bidg, Atlanta, Ga., for list of square deal
lus)( for greater profit.
'
stores,
greatest blood purifier known.
'"IS

Mm

s

Pargas and Prudencio Garcia were going home from town. Just south of
the city limits Benavides and his companion met Buckman, "who had just
crossed the Santa Fe tracks near First
street and the Barelas trossing. In
some manner, which will probably tie
made known at the trial of the case,
the four young men and Buckman engaged in a quarrel. Benavides was
killed in an exchange of shots and
Buckman was accused of the crime.
Ha has been at liberty on bond since
within a few weeks after the shoot- insolvent and failing at the time the
ing.
deposits were made. Information has
Guillermo Mata is in jail, never also been received by the traveling
having been able to offer the $10,000 auditor that W. R. Miller, president,
bond required of him after his' ar- and J. J. Miller cashier of the First
raignment before the grand jury. On State bank of Des Moines, which was
Sunday, June 22, last, Mata, by his closed by the traveling auditor on
own confession, stabbed Silvano
June 9, have been indicted by the
following a quarrel. The slab- grand jury in Union county for embezbing occurred on Sunday evening as zlement. Their bonds have been fixed
Gallegos and his wife .and other at
$3,000 each pending tV)ir trial.
members of his family were returning
May Get Help From New York
from a picture, show. Near Third and
J. C. Lincoln, traffic manager of the
Copper avenue the two men had an Merchants' association of Greater New
argument. Mata claims that he saw
York, in a wire to the state corporaGallegos about to reach for a weapon.
tion commission states that if the loMata plunged a knife into Gallegos'
cal
commission's complaint before the
neck, severing an artery which caused
commerce commission Is exinterstate
death just as the wounded man had
to
tended
include Atlantic seaboard
been placed on the operating table
territory, his association will be glad
in a local hospital.
Another important case to be con- to Intervene In the suit and do what
sidered by the grand jury is .that they ca nto bring about the changes
against Primitivo Lopez, accused of asked for.
Amended Complaint Filed
making an assault on Mrs. Catherine
The state corporation commission
Walker of 324 South Edith street.
This alleged assault took place on has received from W. C. Black, super
June 5. Lopez has been in jail since intendent of the Postal Telegraph con
the assault.
pany at Denver, an amended complaint in this company's case against
the Mountain States Telephone company and the Western Union TeleNEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
graph company. In the amended pe4 tition, the Postal Telegraph company
"
asks for an order of the commission
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 10. A. J. giving it a reduction in the telephone
Heard, cashier of the Savings bank rate where it uses the telephones to
of Knowles, when it failed in August, gets its messages to its subscribers.
1912, has been indicted by the Eddy No date for a hearing has been set as
'
county grand jury according to a let- yet.
ter received today by the traveling
Taken Back to Denver
Leo Adair, and John Ivers alias John
auditor, on a charge of receiving deposits in the bank knowing it was B. Iba, charged with grand larceny in
.

the Denver county court, were taken
back to that city this morning by
Deputy Sheriff J. W. Rolandson. The
men are alleged to have run off with
an automobile, which is still in Santa
Fe.

Water Application Filed
The Rayado Land and Irrigation
company of Springer have filed an application with the state engineer for
25 cubic feet a second from the Ray-adriver for the irrigation of 4600
acres of land. This application is additional and in connection with the
former application by the same com-

Gal-leg-

pany.
of Gallup, has filed
vith the state engineer an applicn-tiofor two second feet of water from
the ldo Puerco of the west for the irrigation of 700 acres in township, 1?
north and range 18 west.
Railroad Application Granted
The application of the El Paso and
Rock Island railroad for the use of
eight second feet from Eagle creek In
Lincoln county for water for use in
the engines of the company was granted yesterday by the state engineer.
This water will be piped along the
line of the railroad and it is said will
also be furnished the New Mexico

'

BLAME RAG DANCES ARE

FOR THE BIG

BARRED FROM

DliOUGH

LIBRARY

Thoa.
MoGaffey, Albuquerque;
A. J. Whiting,
Hillsboro;
Clovis; R. M. Love, Artesia; Charles
DcBremond, Roswell; Jose Y. Aragon,
Magdalena; Steve Powers, Las Vegas;
L. C. Mondragon, Bernalillo.
B.

Murphy,

Mining Congress Delegates
Governor William C. McDonald has
appointed the following delegates to
the Sixteenth annual convention of
the American Mining congress, which
will be held at Philadelphia, October
to 24:
F. A. Jones, Albuquerque; Rees H.
Gallup; John Y. Hewitt,
Beddow,
White Oaks; M. B. Parker, Mogollon;
George H. Utter, Silver City; Thos.
Martin,
Mogollon; Robert
Cooney,
Cuchillo; William M. Woody, Taos;
Robert W. Bull, Kelly; John M. Sully,
Santa Rita; John. B. Bent, Bent; Thos.
O'Brien, Dawson.
To American Road Congress
Francis E. Lester of Mesilla Park,
has been appointed by Governor McDonald as a delegate to the American
Road congress to be held at Detroit,
Mich., beginning September 29, 1913
Notaries Commissioned
Commissions as notaries public have
been granted to the following: Herman Gerhardt, Tuoumcari; David E
Rosen wald. Las Veias; Mariano A.
AlbuMolna, Garfield; A. Fleisher,
querque; William W. McClellan, Albuquerque; Thos. N. Wilkerson, Albuquerque: Claude Hutton, Albuquerque;
Manuel Baca, Pena Blanca; Oscar B,
James J. Hall,
Wood, Chamberino:
20

Tucumcari.

C.us Mulholland,

When the bowels feel uncomfortable and you miss the exhilarating
feeling that always follows a copious
morning operation, a dose of HER-EINwill set you right in a couple
If taken at bedtime you
of hours.
sret its beneficial effect after breakfast next day. Price 50c. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
NEW HEAD OF CLARK

COLLEGE

Toledo, la., Sept. ,10. In the presence of a notable gathering of clergymen and educators of the United
Brethren churcli Dr. Marion R. Drury
was Installed ai .president of Leander
Clark college today, succeeding Franklin E. Brooks. The new president is
di years old and a native of Indiana.
He was ordained in the United Brethren ministry in 1875 and has since
occupied pulpits in numerous cities
and towns of .Ohio, Iowa and California. For the past three years he has
held the presidency of Philmath col-

Central at Torrance.
In the Supreme Court
In the state supreme court today
the case of the state of New Mexico
vs. Candido Padilla, of Colfax county,
was submitted on briefs, while the
cases. of the state of New Mexico vs.
Lillie C. Klasner and of Hiram M. Miller vs. Lillie C. Klasner from Lincoln
county, were argued and submitted. lege, in Oregon.

.

KANSAS

'
,

Lincoln,

Neb.,

Sept.

iO.

A

new

theory advanced for evaporation and
the cause of drought is making certain university professors of Lincoln,
particularly in this sweltering not
weather, nit up and start gossiping.
The new theory holds briefly that a
lack of moisture in the far south gulf
country causes indirectly droughts
through the middle western country.
The drought then instead of being
confined to a, local area, is extended
with varying intensity through a vast
area.
To the" university men the theory
sounds reasonable. Severaj are waiting for the return of Processor Love-land- ,
university meteorologist, from
his vacation to discuss the theory and
to ascertain its soundness and com
pare records in the local weather bureau.
The theory was first advanced a
few weeks ago in a scientific magazine. Because of the unusually dry
climatic conditions in tho middle west
the present summer it immediately
became quite widely read among scientific men. It is quite revolutrdnary
in its scope and overthrows many of
the older theories in regard to rains.
The theory combines weather conditions with the theory of relay foot
racing. Moisture is relayed from one
area to another. If there is no rainfall in one section then there can be
none in another, the next station of
the relay.
All water comes from the Gulf of
Mexico for the middle western states.
But it does not come directly. Old
Sol picks the water from the gulf and
promptly drops it in the gulf states,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas. After
drenching the ground In this section,
Old Sol once more picks up the moisture, carries it further north and drops
it again, this time perhaps in the second tier of states. From the moist
fields and forests he once more picks
up his moisture and carries it the next
step to the northward, landing it perhaps in Kansas and Nebraska. Th this
way the original supply of moisture
taken from the gulf is used time and
time again.
That is the theory of evaporation
and rainfall, as propounded by the
magazine article. Here is the theory
of drought:
If some unusual atmospheric conditions in the gulf region intervene and
prevent the original supply of moisture from falling on the territory immediately surrounding the gulf, then
Old Sol does not have any to carry
to the next relay station. Also having
none to pick up from the second, he
has none to carry to the third. Until
the atmosphere obstacle is removed
In the gulf region, then the entire
central western states are engulfed
in a drought.
However, if it once
rains in Louisiana, it is likely to rain
in Arkansas. If it rains in Arkansas
then it is likely to rain in Kansas
and Missouri, if It rains in. Kansas and
Missouri it is likely to rain in Nebraska.
As a side issue of the tneory is the
effect of forestation and vegetation
upon, rainfall. Statistics with the article show that of rainfall m a barren
country approximately eight-tenth- s
runs off In rivers. In a country thickly
covered with green vegetation, the figure quoted is
Now if the water runs orf in rivers,
it cannot be so readily taken up by
Oil Sol. However, if only a small part
of It runs off and the rest lies for a
period of time upon the surface of
vegetation, then the sun has a chance
to get In his best licks.
Applying this to the original theory
In regard to rainfall, scientists figure
out that a heavily vegetated country
always gives an abundance of rainfall
to the territory lying directly to the
north. On the other hand a barren
country to the south aVays gives a
minimum of moisture to the country
to the north.
Hence with all conditions perfect,
with Old Sol picking up water from
the gulf and relaying it on through
the different regious of the central
west, then the country which has a
heavily vegeiated region lying direct
ly to the south has a maximum of
rainfall; the country with a barren
district lying to the south has a min
imum. Therefore, if Kansas was cov
ered over with rich fertile fields, rartfc
vegetation and wide forests, all of
which it Isn't, then Nebraska would
have all the rain it needed.

Santa Fe, Sept. 10. The strains of
the "Midnight Chop. Choo" will no
longer fill the air; o'er the slippery
floor the twinkling toes will no longer
take the caressing tango glide, "one,
two, three, four!" the whirl, to syncopated music, with its thrills and
dazzling dizziness, must depart.
The rag dance and the library hall
are no longer on speaking terms.
This is the news that has sped over
the city following the meeting of the
ladies of the women's board of trade
held yesterday afternoon. .For years
the organization has held 4 monthly
dance and generally a dance of great
delight and large attendance. Of recent date the "rag" in its many forms
has invaded the precincts of the hall,
causing comment, favorable and unfavorable.
The rag question came up at the
meeting of the ladies yesterday and
by a big vote the rag was tabooed.
So it is said. And last night maidens,
young and fair, put their heads
and were heard to say: "What
do you think of that?" and "We'll have
to have rag parties of our own," and
so forth.
Of course, when there are private
dances at the library hall this action
will not interfere' with the rag, as is
pointed out. It applies to dances held
under the auspices of the women's
board of trade.
The action of the Elks and the
women's hoard of trade put the
quietus on the dance fantastlque at
two favorite ball rooms. There is
still a place to dance the rag at the
Santa Fe club ball room and ah yes,
at the armory.
Those who have discarded the waltz
and two step ps"old fashioned" may
as well return to their "first love"
if they are to shine at library hall
and the Elks.
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Natures Noblest Beverage
The exclusive use of Saazer Hops, its mildness'
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ALL GROCERS
trouble Is facinz a serious proposition.
where grave complications readily fol
low neglect. Foley Kidney Pilla are
an honest curative medicine that once
taken into your system mean restored
health and strength. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Yellow complexion, pimples and
blemishes on the face or

the liver, which is torpid. HERBINE
body can be gotten rid of Dy doctoring
la a powerful liver corectant. It purifies the system, stimulates the vital
organs and puts the body In fine viSold by
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350 ANIMAL ACTORS

The Biggest
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The Best

More Trained Wild Animals Than All
Other Shows Combined

50 Lions,Tigers,Leopards,Pumas,

Panthers, Jaugars, Elephants,
Sea Lions
WILD ANIMALS FROM EVERY CLIME
150 Educa.ted Horses

and Ponies. Dags,

Goats. Monkeys, Zebras, Camels
10 Rib Tickling Clowns and a. host of
Novel Acts
1
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DESPONDENCY

Is often caused by Indigestion and
constipation, and quickly disappears
when Chamberlain's Tablets are tak
en. For sale by all dealers. Adv.

something

"THE SHOW THAT'S DIFFERENT"

G.

f

you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much

:

B. F. McGUIRE, Distributor
t Ui Vegw, N. M.

f you use

gorous condition. Price 50c.
Facing a Serious Proposition
The man or woman who has kidney Central Drug Co. Adv.

two-tenth-

w-

or

Kohl-house-
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"When a man ling the Short change
Albuquerque, Sept. 10. When the
game worked on him, ho makes a noise
grand jury Ufkes up its work 'in the that brings the Folice, and yet that sarae
Bernalillo county district court next man may walk into a store and have the
Just as good" prame worked on him and
Monday the two most important cases
to bo considered will be those against
Otto Buckman, a Santa Fe machinist,
and Guillermo Mata. Both Buckman
I
and Mata face charges of murder.
Buckman is accused of shooting
Luis Benavides. Early last spring
Benavides, Jacobo Gomez, Rafael

THREE

10, 1913.

The cases set for September 12 and
12 were reset for September 16 and
TO
17 today on account of the unavoid-blabsence of Justice F. W. Parker.
Deelegatea to Good Roads Meeting
To attend the second annual session
3
of the United States Good Roads assoSt.
NovemLouis,
at
ciation
beginning
T
ber 13, Governor McDonald has appointed the following delegates:
M. Dumarest, Folsom; C. B.
LOOK SANTA FE WOMEN'S BOARD OF
PROFESSORS
Raton; Sostenes Delgado, NEBRASKA
WISE
EXASAND
EXPOUND
TRADE ANNOUNCES TABOO
Chaperito; John L. Burnside, Sijver
THEORY
PERATING
FOR THE TWISTS
C.
Cruces:
Las
Numa
Prenger,
City;
e

I o Trifled IVi

S. S. S. cd
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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quickly, but it took the most painstaking effort to get him to do posing.
EAU TAFT UMVEILS THE
Marcus, the smallest member of the
Quartette, . is a regular fiste always
PERRY MONUMENT
looking for an argument or a fight.
He ,was quick; to learn and seems to
have the Insatiable desire to
any other horse with the show.
FORMER PRESIDENT MAKES MAS"These ponies represented four disTERLY SPEECH ON INTER.
tinct problems, each one necessitating
NATIONAL PEACE
a separate study as to the animal and
OWNER OF THE FAMOUS CIRCUS the trainer. Did the principles of psy- MOUNTAIN STAiTES CORPORATION
Cedar Point, O., Sept. 10. A towerHAS NEW SERVICE FOR ITS
POSSESSES IT TO
chology apply to this horse training
ing shaft of white marble, erected In
SUBSCRIBERS
act ? Was it anything else?
ABLE DEGREE
commemoration of Commodore Oliver
"Yes, horses are my hobby," said
Hazard Perry's victory in the battle
Denver, Sept. 10. Free weather of Lake Erie and the 100 years of
"Take the psychological examina- Mr. Barnes. "However, the sensation, I have suggested. If it proves to tion of being able to conquer and reports to every section of the
peace between the United States and
region are being provided Great Britain, was formally dedicated
you your adaptability for this work, train an African lion, is mighty
by The Mountain States Telephone today by former President William
then come to me and I will give you
and Telegraph company, in connection Howard Taft.
a place."
MUST
with
BELIEVE
the weather bureau of the United
IT
suggesthis
overheard
The writer
Inaugurating the dedication, cereStates located here. The distribution monies cannon boomed at the hour
tion from Al G. Barnes, the famous
East Las Vegas of weather lfffwitaion' takes place of the firing of the opening gun of
wild animal trainer, to an applicant When
. ,
It
So Plainly
People,,Tell
each morning at 8 o'clock and the the famous battle, fought 100 years
the
corps
with
training
for a position
When ptiblic' endorsement is made government officers have compliment- ago today, within view of the
y
cl his big menagerie.
a representative citizen of East ed the telephone''" company on the
shores.
"You're a student of psychology, by
Las Vegas the proof is positive. You Bpeed with which the
"A century ago today this bay was
report reaches
and apply it in your work of trainmust believe it. Read this testimony. the
s the report Is made famous by a battle," said Mr.
soon
As
the
writer
Barnes?"
Mr.
public.
animals,
ing
sufferer of kidney backache, turned over to the
telephone company Taft, "and today we meet to dedicate
asked. "Tell me something about It." Every
woman or child with kidman,
every
over the long a great and beautiful monument to
distribution
work
the
of
master,,
animal
the
"Yes," replied
trouble will do well to read the distance
ney
system In seven states, Mon- those who took part. In the retro"it's one of the paramount principles
of 100 years we can weigh
following:
animals."
tana,
Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, spection
governing my work among
Mrs. S. North, 905 Tllden ave., East
Its
significance.
Nothing has developNew Mexico and Arizona, begins and
"Sounds funny, doesn't it? And it Las
N. M., says: "I have used
in
to diminish the coured
these
Vegas,
years
recis completed in 30 minutes, the
took me years to awake to the fact. Doan's
Kidney Pills off and on when ord time for the
and skill of the comage,
patriotism
distributscience
was
this
complete
For 20 years I
using
I have needed them and so has anto the 600 exchanges being 22 mander and his men as they appear- dally and did not know it. The awakeother in our family. Doan's Kidney ion,
ed to their contemporaries. Vi But the
ning was a great revelation, and I have Pills were recommended to us by a minutes. The report contains the consequences of the battle and the
since proved it to be a great factor doctor while we were In Harrlsburg, weather forecast, temperature and all war of which it was one of the few
In my
and one that will lead Pa., visitor. Having twice before data with regard to threatening
bright spots in a field of gloom, were
through almost any situation if prop- publicly recommended Doan's Kidney storms or sudden movements of tem- strikingly beneficient and promise to
imerly applied, v
Pills, I am again glad to acknowledge perature waves and is posted up
grow even more so in the second cenexof
at
all
the
true
I
this
found
have
telephone
mediately
their worth. We have found' them to
"Especially
in which we are now entering.
tury
in the animal training business.
be a strictly reliable remedy for re- changes In the seven states mention"We celebrate the centennial of the
'
Is abso- lieving backache and other troubles, ed and served, when called for, to all
battle, not in the spirit of a triumphal
the 196,759 telephone users in these victory of arms, but in the deep gratmust caused by distorted kidneys."
trainer
The
essentiaL
lutely
first know himself before successful
For , sale by all dealers. Price 50 states. It Is the largest and most com- itude that 100 years has not seen
Foster-MilburA
cents."
can
made
animals.
with
be
Co.,- Buffalo,
prehensive scheme for distributing its repetition. No historical review
progress
thorough psychological test will tell New York, sole agents for the United the weather forecasts of the govern- can give as much satisfaction to him
States.
ment that has ever been attempted In that hopes for permanent peace as the
the tale
Remember the name Doans and In any sctloh of the country.
contrast between the attilide of the
trainer the cour"Has the would-bPresident E. B. Field of the Moun- two peoples 'hen and1 now.
age to face death momentarily' while take no other. Adv.
tain States Telephone and Telegraph
"And so we are here today to mark
Hons?
in a cage full of
SUGGESTS SEPARATE HOUSES
Will their nerves withstand such a
company is an enthusiast on the sub- the rearing of this beacon light of
Delaware, 0.,Sept. 10. Mrs. Lillian ject of promoting efficiency of gov- perpetual peace. Little, could Perry
daily strain? Have they the kindness
Bell
Bogue, author and playwright ernment bureaus. He believes that have thought In the struggle that he
of ditpoKition arid the infinite patience
who
declarer her belief that the plan begun, by his company will had In building his puny fleet, in the
recently
to
Submit
these
required?
problems
a psychological test, you'll get the married couples should never live In be followed in every section of the stress he was under in the height of
answer and it will be a true one," the same house, today filed suit for country as soon as its benefits become battle, in the victory that he won, In
divorce from Arthur Hoyt Bogue, known. The service given the govern- his famous message to General HarSo says Mr. Barnes. ,
failed ment
his work would be remem"For example, you have seen the charging that he had not only
by the telephone company Is rison, that
to support her, but had spent a con- free and for the convenience of the bered for 100 years as the harbinger
in
team
the street, the driver
balky
siderable part of her earnings from
of perpetual peace, and wnlle we ventelephone user who is little benefitswearing and whipping in a vain at- the hooks she has written.
the energy, the intrepidity, the
ted by the old style of weather fore- erate
tempt to get the horses to move. Then
The Bogues were married in Chiself sacrifice that
cast which he, rarely sees, but which patriotism, the
come man usually appears on the
him and his men their great
cago In 1900 and separated in April, is
brought
made at a great cost by the govscene, quiet, thoioughly at ease, and 1912, since which Mrs. Bogue has
triumph, today we cherish not so
takes Uie situation in hand, and al made her home here. She has denied ernment experts and not widely dis- much its evidence of American manmost instantly gels the horses going until today that she contemplated di- tributed.
hood and love of country, as the teachPresident Field's plan is being
again. He probably couldn't do that vorce action, and has intimated that
ing that Us memory brings to the
with every balky team, not a bit of It. her marital troubles were due to watched with interest by the govern- world of the practical possibility of
He wouldn't try. He had analyzed him too great intimacy with her husband. ment and telephone officials In the unending love and1 peace between
self for that, particular case and knew
"This terrible intimacy that exists east and on the Pacific coast and it International neighbors."
just what to do. Follow this same between present day husbands and will probably be put into use there
JAPS INVADE CHINA
chap home and one might witness his wives is going to be entirely done next year. The service Is given at a
10. A
uttter failure as a care-take-r
of his away with In the future," she said. time of day when the least business
London,
Sept.
Japanese
cows. Why? He's a square plug In a "I know. I've been there. Before you is being done by the subscribers of armed force was landed today at Nanround hole in that element. He's hap- marry, a man would telephone you telephone system and does not inter- king, China, according to a special
hazard, perhaps hasnf ta.en stock of that he was ill, or missed his train, or fere with the public's convenience.
dispatch from Shanghai.
himself as to cows. If he had, he any old thing, to keep you from seeing
' BIG MAMMOTH FOUND
Stella No man is indispensable.
would know Instanter, that horses, him unshaved, and he takes pains ta
have his hair smooth and his party
Orr's Island, Me., Sept. 10 The
Bella But some man is.
not cows, were his forte.
on every time he calls. After petrified skeleton o' a mam-motpre"Innumerable examples among our manners
ward everyone knows the quick change historic animal the skull of which
Gabe Smith Is an unsociable cuss,
animals prove the great value of this
In demeanor.
alone weighs 500i pounds has been dis- isn't he?
self analysis fact.
"I believe if married pairs lived In covered on the farm of Theodore BillSteve Should say so. Why, that guy
"As for example, Ruth, the leader
different
houses, had separate mail iard, a nephew of President-Emeritu- s
even talk in his sleep.
wouldn't
was
of our comedy elephant troupe,
boxes, invited each other to dine and Charles W. Eliot, of Harvard. It was
us
from
sent
to
old
when
a
just year
to spend the evening and used the found while Mr. Bullard was digging
Africa. Ruth is a natural comedienne courtesies and care that
they use be- for a well, and had been preserved
anand was then full of elephant-col- t
not
be any di almost intact- in a cave 15 feet below
would
there
forehand,
tics. The keeper in whose hands she vorces and separations."
the surface of the ground.
was placed, did not understand these
In her petition for divorce Mrs.
Scientists from Harvard and Bow-doiweeks,
three
than
traits and in less
Bogue alleges her husband Is a spendare now on their way here to
Ruth was changed into a vicious, thrift and that he Is not suited in tem- view
the skeleton, which local scien- H
dangerous beast and would probably perament and disposition to be her tists this afternoon pronounces ro be
have been shot only for the fact that husband. As Miss Lillian Bell she a mammoth
triceratops. If this prove
the matter was brought to my atten- worked on several New York papers
true, they say it will revolutionize
j
tion. Giving her case and disposition previous to her marriage to Bogue, the views of science on the
periods
a two-dadiagnosis, I decided that I who Is known aB a Chicago promoter, occupied by different
of anispecies
knew her temperament and could
mals.
Adenoids are a Menace to Children
adapt mine to it. . In a month's time,
Two horses were used to pull the
Adenoids result from a succession
menIV, lts vi
the
of
one
was
of
the
pets
Ruth
mammal's skull from the cave. The
children.
and
babies
In
young
colds
of
agerie and had learned to stand on They spoil the mental and physical skull measures six feet long and three
her head and do several other com- life of a child. The condition that feet high. The
remaining pieces of the
causes them may easily be avoided by skeleton are still
edy stunts.
in the ground, one
thorand
Quickly
careful
parents.
"The training of Nero, the horse
Irri- piece being so large that four men
and
throat
colds
cure
all,
oughly
riding Hon, was another example, and tations by the use of Foley's Honey were unable to- move it. Under Inone of the very great animal training and Tar Compound, and adenoids will structions from
Harvard, Mr. Bullard 1
'fl t
S7'sfi"
tasks. It took fully three years after not develop. O. G. Schaefer and Red will not remove the remainder of the E3
Adv.
Store.
Cross
to
Drug
this
conceived
get
idea,
I had first
skeleton until scientists arrive to su
the right horse and the fight lion. NATIVE STATE HONORS PERRY perintendent the work.
was
again,
Here,
Providence, R. I., Sept 10. Rhode i Mr. Bullard, who is a scientists him
into
play. Without it jthe'ef-for- t Island, the native state and home of self, feels certain that it is a tricera
brought
of bringing these two natural Commodore Oliver; Hazard Perry, eel tops described as a
huge, three-horenemies together must have surely ebrated
anniversed
monster
25
centennial
the
about
feet long and 10
today
failed.
of his historic victory at' the bat feet high. The only other species of
ary
leopard, was tle of Lake Erie. Exercises commem- this animal has been found in Con
"Prince, a horse-ridinwomen
our
one
of
young
trained by
orating the anniversary were held In verse county, Wyoming. The animal
trainers. Several other trainers had all the public schools. The most not- existed at the Cretaceous period.
made an attempt to train the act, but able celebration was at Newport,
Then we made the where Perry made his home. On ex GERMAN LINE TO NEW ORLEANS
ll had failed.
test of the situation and Miss Maude hibition there was the sword carried
New Orleans, Sept. 10. Ten thou
Kollins proved the one who could han by the victor of Lake Erie, and which sand square feet of wharf space was
die the combination.
was loaned for the occasion by Perry allotted today to the North German
are just as Belmont, a descendant of the famous Lloyd Steamship company by the dock
"Animal disDOsitions
varied as those of the human family. naval hero.
board.
Heretofore the HamburgAmerican line has been the only GerDenver, Romeo, Cuba and Marcus, our
CAUGHT A PAD COLD
man line into New Orleans. The en
uiartette of Arabian stallions, are an
"Last winter m? son naught a very trance of the North German Lloyd is
example. They are from the same
was
famllv. but absolutely foreign as t bad cold and the n" be coughed
said to be the forerunner of a big rate
dreadful." writes Mrs. Sasomething
natured
is
Denver
good
disposition.
rah Ei.'Duncan, of Tipton, Iowa. "We war between the two German com
New
Orleans will benefit
am! verv fond of his posing act Ro- - thought sure he was gnma- into con- panies.
nice in a dreamer and very much In- sumption. We bought li'Pt or? bottle from the new line In that it will profind
Cfliarriferiiin's Coutrh Renlpo
vide additional shipping facilities and
clined towards counting and addition, of one
ccm-?"id
bottle
bis
fbat
stopper!
will bring more immigrants to this
rs t tier than drills and dances. Cuba
"urert M "old
For sale
port,
icok to dancing and inarches very by all dealers. Adv.
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BRITISH SCIENTISTS MEET
Birmingham, England, Sept. 10.
The British Association for the Advancement of Science opened its annual meeting here today with more
than 2,000 scientists in attendance.
Sir Oliver Lodge, the famous scientist and educator, inaugurated himself
into the presidency and delivered the
presidential address. Sir Oliver's address had been anticipated with keen
interest ever since announcement was
made that it would deal with the subject of the sequel to life. In some
quarters it had been forecasted that
the address would contain startling
new evidence of survival after death
and that Sir Oliver would insist on
the continuity of life before and after
death as essential tq science. All pre
dictions of this character proved1 erroneous. The famous scientist, who
is probably the world's foremost leader in the field of psychical research,
presented no new evidence In support
of the theory of survival after death.
The address was confined almost
wholly to a discussion of the continuity of the physical universe and its

TRADE DISEASES
A

EXERCISES

$200,000

Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 10.
One of the most striking papers which
has been read before the annual convention of the American Health association, in session in this city, was
given this afternoon by Dr. John B.
Andrews of New York, secretary of

the American Association for Labor
Legislation, who said that of three
quarters of a billion dollars' money
loss yearly about $200,000, could be
prevented. He spolce on "OccupationRemeal Diseases and Legislative
dies."
'Industrial Lead Poisinlng, One of
the Important Causes of Mortality,"
was discussed In a paper by Dr. Alice
Hamilton of Hull House, Chicago.
'In Great Britain and Europe," said
Dr. Hamilton, "lead poisinlng Is considered, next to tuberculosis, the most,
important of industrial diseases, and
these countries have elaborate and
carefully planned legal regulations to
prevent its spread."
The members of the association had
a busy time this morning in discus
sions at meetings of the five departments of work. In the laboratory sec
tion considerable Interest was aroused
by late reports on work in diphtheria,
sewage and serums.
A nominating committee was appointed today to bring in a slate for
This
officers for the coming year
committee will probably report

AT
Sept. 10.
PUT-IN-BA-

Eloquent
speakers, an attractive program and
a large attendance contributed to
make this, the opening day of the centennial celebration of the battle of
Lake Erie, all that two years of preparation have promised. The program
was ushered In with an artillery salute at 11:45 o'clock this morning,
which corresponded with the exact
time at which the opening gun of tie
great battle was fired 100 years ago
today. Hundreds of visitors filled the
coliseum and listened' to the anniversary addresses this afternoon. Commodore
George N. Worthington of
Cleveland, president general of the
interstate board of the Perry's victory centennial commissioners, called
the gathering to order and Introduced
Governor Cox as the presiding officer.
After several preliminary addresses
had been given the oration of the day
was delivered by former President
William H. Taft. Addresses by speakers representing Canada and several
of the states followed Mr. Taft's
O.,

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York. Sept. 10. Unconfirmed
reports that Union Pacific would dis-

low-pric-

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Sept. 10, Wheat weakened today under

general commission
selling, due largely to the government estimate of a record yield. The
improved outlook for fall plowing
counted also against the bulls. Rains
northwest, however, and an increase of
receipts from the spring crop region
served to check the downturn. The
to
cent lower, and
opening was
a slight decline ensued. Thfc doTSj
was steady at last night's level to A
cent higher.
Corn prices at the opening were
to
off. On a subsequent rally
loss was In some cases nearly overcome. The close was strong, prices
cent: lower to
varying from
cent above last night. ''
Unloading on the part of a prominent speculator depressed oats. Free
buying for cash houses failed to make
any impression.
Packers' sales of lard acted as a
weight on the provision market. First
transactions showed 2
to 10 cents
setback and there was but slight tendency toward a reaction. The closing sales were as follows:
' Wheat, September
88; December

.',

ard, sailed today, on the Kron Prinzes-si- n
Cecille, to take up his duties as
United States ambassador to German
ny. When asked If he thought he
could live on his $17,000 salary, Ambassador Gerard, whose wife's' father
was Marcus Daly, the
copper
king, replied: "That Is something I
should worry about later on."
'

IN

shares, but the chief Interest for the
movement seemed to lie in the
industrials.
The market closed strong. Optimis-- .
tic review of conditions by trade authorities and the moderate contraction in unfilled orders shown by the
United States Steel statement created
interest in the independent stocks,
which rose smartly. Brisk buying set
in for some, of the laggards in the
railroad list, especially Southern Pacific, which rose to above 92. Union
Pacilc also went a point higher,
reaching 155. The last sales were:
..... 7S
Amalgamated Copper
Sugar
...Ill
96
Atchison
161
Reading .
92
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
155
United States Steel
64
United States Steel, pfd.
109 h'

tribute a cash bonus to stockholders
from the proceeds of the sale of its
Southern Pacific holdings caused an
upward rush in that stock which affected the whole market, which was 91; May 96.
more animated than at any session
December
Corn, September 76;
for some time past. Dealings in the 73; May 75.
December
Oats, September 42;
first hour increased nearly 300 per
cent over yesterday's.
May
48.
45;
Bears, who had been raiding the list,
Pork, January
$20.12; May
on the strength of extensive damage $20.25.
to crops from drought, were forced
Lard, January $11.05; May $11.22.
to turn about abruptly and cover on
Ribs, January $10.60; May $10.75.
a rapidly rising market. Passage of
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
the tariff bill by the senate and pubKansas CitySept. 10. Hogs, relication of the crop report late yesterMarket steady to 5
day removed the restraint which had ceipts 9,000.
been imposed by these two active. cents higher. Bulk $8.508.90; heavy
StOCkS.
packers and butchers
$8.408.90;
Lower quotations in the commodity $8.509; lights $8.509; pigs $3.75
7.25.
markets was reflected automatically in
Market
14,000.
Cattle, receipts
higher prices for the grain series.
Increasing needs In call money strong to 10 cents higher. Prime fed
rates helped to create bullish senti- beef steers $8.759.25; dressed beef
ment. Gains established in the first steers $7.508.70; western steers
hour were well held through the morn- $6.208; southern steers $5.25
ing session, although there was less 6.75; cows $46.50; heifers $4.75
activity after the cdimax of the up- 9; stockers and feeders $5.257.80;
turn had been reached. Bonds were bulls $4.506.25; calves $5.509.50.
firm.
Sheep, receipts 13,000. Market steaUnion Pacific preferred' made a be- dy. Lambs $6.507.25; yearlings
lated response to the jump in the com- $4.505.25; wethers $44.65; ewes
mon stock, rising 4
to 86. More $3.504.25; stockers and feeders $.
stiffness was shown by the well known
6.60.

NEW AMBASSADOR FOR GERMANY
New1 York, Sept. 10. James W. Ger-

RIOTING

GREAT HONEY LOSS

EMINENT DOCTOR SAYS BETTER
CONDITIONS WOULD SAVE

laws.

Put-in-Ba-

UM

:

ADRIANOPLE

Vienna, Sept. 10. The Neue Fried
Presse prints a report from Adria-nopl- e
of the killing of five Turkish
officers and the wounding of 20 other
persons in a fight which resulted from
a quarrel between Young Turks and
partisans of Nazim Pasha, the former
minister of war, who was killed during a demonstration at Constantinople last January. Enver Bey, chief of
general staff, was said to, be among
the wounded.
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been won by him by the knockout
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Can't Afford to Have Kidney .Trouble
No man with a
to support
can afford to have family trouble, nor
kidney
need he fear it with such a remedy at
hand as Foley Kidney Pills. An honest medicine, safe and reliable, costing little but doing much good, Foley
HOW'S THIS
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- Kidney Pills' eliminate backache and
ward for any case of Catarrh that rheumatism, tone up the system and
cannot be cured by .Hall's Catarrh restore normal action of kidneys and
bladder. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O. Cross Drug Store. Adv.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,
WINNIFRED
WEDS
and believe him perfectly honorable
Paisley, Scot., Sept. 10. A notable
in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obliga-- i wedding today was that of Miss
ion s made by his firm.
daughter of Sir
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, Thomas
head of the firm
Toledo, 0.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter- of thread manufacturers, and Major
nally, acting directly upon the blood E. II. T. Parsons. The wedding took
nnd mucous surfaces of the system. place in the Thomas Coats Memorial
Testimonials sent free. Price 7B church and was followed by a recepcents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- tion
at Ferguslie Park, the family seat.
gists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv.
Foley Kidney Pills cure obstinate
cases of widney and bladder trouble,
rheumatism
and lumbago, because
CELEBRATE GOLDEN WEDDING
remove the cause. You can not
they
10.
Senator taiie this
Gananoque, Out., Sept.
honest curative medicine InGeorge Taylor, former chief conser- to your system without getting the
vative whip, and Mrs. Taylor, cele- right results. Try them. O. . Schaebrated their golden wedding anniver- fer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
sary at their home here today. Many
LUTHERANS IN TOLEDO
of their friends attended the
10. Delegates
Toledo, O.,
Sept.
from many parts of the United States
and Canada are arriving in Toledo for
RELIC OF CIVIL WAR
convention of the
New Orleans, La., Sept. 10. After the thirty'-fourtLuhaving lain on the bottom of the Mis- general council of the Evangelical
The
In
America.
North
Church
theran
in
sunk
was
sissippi river since she
in St. Matthew's
1863, portions of the confederate ram sessions will be held
conBeauregard today were installed in church, beginning tomorrow and
missionweek.
one
The
for
in
this
Memorial
hall
the confederate
tinuing
and
city. A complete history of the ad- ary, Sunday school, educational
be
will
church
the
activities
of
other
ventures of this daring craft is lieing
at
the
considered
meeting.
compiled.
today for Manila, where the former
congressman will enter upon the duties of his new office as governor gen
eral of the Philippines.

10, 1913.
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Glen-Coat-

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

COLUMN

V
KS? i

M.

Wm.- - P. MiUu,

Mted.
CLASSIFIED

W. M.( H.

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
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NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second and
Regular com
fourth Thursday
evening each
mnnfnnHnn tirat
month at W. O. W. hall.
Visitln?
third Thursday In brothers cordially invited. Howard T.
...
...
i.
auuu moDU). viaitiny Davis, Dictator; .1. Thornhlll,
brothers cordially in

A.

A

Glen-Coat-

h

LODGE

CHAPMAN

TOR

rnmMm
OPTuVS

NUMBER,

0.

TAAlt

.IVantett
WANTED Place for two girls to
board while attending Normal, with

nice private family; religious pre
ferred. Write J. M. Ackerman,
Lamy, N. M.
WANTE35 Position as stenographer
by competent young lady two years
experience, good references, college graduate. XYZ, Optio.
Good native second girl
one willing to stay nights. Apply
1029 Seventh St.

WANTED

8 .Vni Petten, Secretary

J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 541,
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first TuesLAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
day of the month in the vestry rooms
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-i,a- r nf
Temple Moniefiore at 8 o'clock d.
oiclav iec . 4 Tuea-ai- t m. Visiting bro'hers are cordially injay in each month at M vited. Isaac Anpel, President; Charles
sonlo Tampls at 7:89 p. m. G. H. Greenclay, Secretary.
KInkel, H.
Chili. Tmine.

C;

LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All viiJtln
brethren cordially invited to attend.
F. D. Fries, N. G. ; Gus Lehman, V. O.;
T. M. Elwood, Secretary Karl Wert'.
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
I. O. O. F.
1.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- fFm?'nL vocation first Monday in
1.
2 rnJ.U
i.
l
cam w.nr.4V
xuuuiii at If
mitKUIllu
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard,, H. P.; F. O.
Trustee.
Blood, Secretary.

Arrive
2
second and No
fourth Tuesday evening of each No. 4..
month Elks' home on Ninth street and No . 8..
avenue. Visiting brothers No. 10..
Douglas
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
No. 1..
Secretary.

B.

P.

ELKS

O.

WTfVn

TTTTETTxl

FOR RENT Furnished rooms
light housekeeping with bath.
Main street.

X

uu

tl

PICTURE

WESTERN

TWO-REE- L

P

SPFF"
ill

for
b02

1751

Phone

u

ATTORNEYS

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.

Min

1200

227

Lincoln Ave

...20c per

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
"
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery

100

25c per 100
30c per 100

50 lbs.,

lb.
lb.
lb.

100

Ibt.

50c per 100

lbs- -

....40c

to 200 lb., Each Delivery
Leas than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

2 years old, brown with white
in face and between fore legs, left
ear split, indistinguishable brand on
right ribs, taken up on Anderson
ranch, on Mora road, 7 miles north
of Las Vegas.

COW,

PICTURE

A DRAMATIC COWBOY

,

RETAIL PRICES

Found

may

H

m.

p.

m.
a. m.
p. m.
p. m.

p.

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
Mil. Phone Purple 6301.

IL-ib-

A REMARKABLE

6:35

Depart
1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice,
SOc per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
..
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c
per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c
per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery.

FOR RENT Modern furnished rooms.
710 Grand avenue.

nnfT3'
liU

m...
m...
m...

QFiYSTML iGE

FOR RENT Four sunny rooms for
721' Fourtn
light housekeeping.
street.

FURNISHED ROOMS for light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln.

U

3....
7....
9....

1:20 p.
6:10 a.
4:20 p.

M. C. A.

Far Rent

yJZ
11

2:05 a. m. . .
1:45 p. m
West Bound
Arrive

,

9:1 p. nu
11:05 p. m.
.2:10 a. m.
2:10 p. m.

Attorneys-at-LaKNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURNew Mexico
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In Las Vegas,
FOR SALE Full blooded Scotch col- W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
DENTISTS
lie, G weeks old. Call Purple 54S2.
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
FOR SALE Cheap, team of ponies, Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
Dentist
buggy and harness. Inquire 303
President; A. D. Tillman, FinanDental work of any description at
Grand avenue.
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
moderate prices
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
FOR SALE Cheap, four fine milch Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street, Room 1, Center Block Tel Main 138
cows. Inquire 918 Douglas avenue. East Las Vegas, N. M.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

UUUUULI uU j

U

gentle

Depart

p. m
p. in

9:30
11:05

Meets

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. Si

I

,

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
S. Meets first and third Fridays Love at Woodmen of the World hall.
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple, Mrs. on the second and fourth Mondays ot
i. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone Sonsul; G. Laemmlfr, Clerk; Z. W
Main 329.
Local Deputy. Visiting
Montague.
members are especially welcome a"d
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO. cordially Invited.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
LOCAL TIME CARD
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, President; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H.
East Bcund
Baily, Treasurer.

To rent; suite of furnish- WANTED
No.
ed (rooms, low"pr floor preferred
Address P. O. Box 203, East Las KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN- No.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and No.
Vegas, N. M.
In O. R. C. hall.
t urth Thursday

FOR SALE CHEAP Good
saddle pony. Inquire at Y.

AND CAFir

SHORT ORDERS AND RECULAH DINWER3
AT.TAT
HANDLE!'

UMT.

RATES

RESTAURANT

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

GLEN-COAT-

Win-nifre-

LOBBY

pr

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, tie Purity a
roasting Qualltiea ot Which Have Made Lag Vega Tamoua.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

SIMISON'S
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"MAMflA'S

CROSS,"

.

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE

Ana

COMING
1

"THE RATTIESNAKF,"

Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
hv riddine yourself
of the cause. Weak and inactive kid
neys allow, uric acid poisons to remain in the blood and rheumatic
d achinc Joints fol
low. Take Foley's Kidney Pills to ease
you of the pain and torment,
iney
will positively and permanently build
up the kidneys, restore thfdr normal
action and keep the uric acid crystals
out of the blood and body. Try them.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store. Adv.

"THE HARMLESS ONE"

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

HERMAN

429 GRAND AVE.
I

I

I

H

I illlW
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Pi

ANT Ads

st
Market Finders
I

Claeslflel ad search out tbe people to mom among alt
those who MIGHT BIY ths particular thUg la worth moat
That property you want to tell
wno reads the ada. In tiUa newspaper

li

WORTH

and

MOST

woald

merer

hear

?

your property unlaw It were advertlaed here.
Othera, who read and ana rer ada. in this mewaaper want (aa
are anxious to pay eaah for) books, automobile, sued machinery
and furniture, articloa of sulnect of any sort, and mmaleal ia
trumecta.
Aa the classified ada. are read by all poaalWe bayeis, of all
aible aorta of thiaft, (hey have come to be findera ot the btvt
keta.
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Just get your twelve months subscription, bring it to the
Optic Office and get your GGCYCLE.
IF PT3
3
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Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for Months f for which 1 agree
to pay In advance $

Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for j'SL'f for which I agree
to pay In advance $

Name.

Name

Go-Cyc-

le

O

given absolutely free to

C

Go-Cyc- le

Name of boy or girl

C

c
c

to be

given absolutely free to

y

o

Address

to be

J

(J

Bring us ONE THREE MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION paid in ad
vance and 50c and the G0CYCLE is yours.

Address

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
C)
o
o
o

mill r

(...)

o
o
of

Name of bey or girl

Fill out these blanks and bring them with the money to

KJ
C

I
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A
r
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Broilers

LOCAL NEWS

1

SPORT

I

Regular dance tonight at F.
Adv.

ACTIVITY

BEG INNING TO

:
.

SEPTEMBER

B. Hall.

'

automobile lamps at 7:01
o'clock this evening.

10, 1913.

A pictorial report of the Y. M. C. A.
camp has been completed by Official
Photographer J. L. Tooker and will
be' placed on display in the Murphey
drag store this week. This report
shows the fine scenery within the
limits of the camp and will be used
for advertising purposes.

j

NOTHING HAS EVER BEEN MADE
TO TAKE THE PLACE OF A

BI'SSfiXL'S. CARPET M

SWEEPER.

Light

Spring Chickens

It Remains the House Wifes Reliable

The soda fountain and
candy store of the camp has
been placed in the Y. M. C. A., where
Hires root beer is' always on tap and
plenty of chocolate to be obtained for
the usual price. It is thought that the
soda fountain will be valuable aBset to
the association during the basketball
season, as root beer has proved to "be
an excellent thirst quencher.
limited-to-chocolat- e

Catholic ladies' 10 cent social and ELKS LIKELY WILL PLAY BASdance at O. R. C. hall Thursday night.
KETBALL, AS WELL AS NORMusic by Mrs. Simison. Adv.
MALS AND HIGHS

Furniture, almost new, for sale at
Las Vegas, judging from present
a bargain. Rooms 133 and " 134 Wells prospects, will be one of the
leading
Adv. cities of the
Fargo Building.
state in athletics this
fall. In addition to the regular school
The city council will hold its regu- athletics a number of business
men's
lar meeting tonight in the council
The full quota of season tickets for
will have athclubs
and
organizations
chambers. All members of the counthe
Ridpath Lyceum course has not
letic teams. The Elks will be among
cil are requested to be present.
sold. Those who have subscribbeen
the foremost in this line. With the
ed for season tickets will receive them
of athletes that
on September 15 and the sale will
Finch's Golaen Wedding Rye, geJ strong aggregation
are
members
of this club the Antler-e- r
In wood.
Direct from the distillery
continue to be open for the public
Folk of this city expect to be able
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
until October 9, when the first numto defeat anything locally and other,
AdT.
ber of the course will appear. No
wise that will meet them In foot- season tickets will be sold after that
time and all those wishing season
There will be a public installation ball, basketball or bowling.
Basketball will prove the most pop- tickets may obtain them by applying
ot officers of the Knights and Ladies
I
ular form of sport. As this game re- at the Y, M. C. A.
of Security Monday evening at the
five regular men It will
W. O. W. hall. The installation will quires only
an
matter
be
for any organizaeasy
Athletics will be a big part of the
be followed by a social session. The
team. The official sea- Y. M. C. A. work this year. The junior
to
a
tion
form
public Is invited.
son for basketball starts November and intermediate classes will continue
One of the heaviest rains seen In 30, following the last game of toenail, with their regular games and will
several years in September is now in but the local teams will be working form a basketball league. They will
progress in this section of the state. as early as next month. Santa Fe, continue in the practice of marching
The fall for yesterday amounted to Albuquerque, Raton, Trinidad, El Paso and hope to be the best trained class
be of boys in the southwest by the mid.81 inches and it is expected that and numerous other towns will
In dle of the winter, when exhibitions
will
which
included
amount.
be
those
among
today's rain will equal that
the basketball circle this year. The will be given. The students will form
After a hearing in chambers this Santa Fe Elks are especially anxious a class and will, take the most strenmorning Judge David J. Leahy com- to play the local Elks a aeries of foot- uous of work. They will hold their
mitted Mrs. Sara Gallegos de Romero ball games, but it is doubtful If this practices in the "gym" for their reto the New Mexico hospital for the can be arranged. However, the Santa spective school athletic teams. The
Mrs. Romero is the wife of Fe people are equally strong In bas- senior class of the association prominsane.
Epifanio Romero. Her mind is said ketball, and doubtless the local Elks ises to be the most successful of any
to have been failing for some time.
would stand a better show In that of the department. The enrollment
form of sport. Should the Elks turn in this class will be the largest in
This afternoon at 1:20 lightning out a basketball team they will play the history of the association. It will
struck St. Joseph's hall on the West Santa" Fe several games and will also be composed of the best athletes in
Dining Room open from 6 to 7i30 P. M.
the city and will turn out all kinds of
side, causing great alarm in that sec- mix with the AJbuquerque herd.
teams. Basketball, volleytion of the city. A fire alarm was
Within the next two months a state athletic
turned in and responded by the B. basketball league probably will be ball, track work and all other forms
It formed and then the practice for the of athletics will be thoroughly indulgRomero Hose and Fire company.
was not necessary to turn on the games will begin.
The High school ed in by this husky organization. The
SOUP
business men's class will continue at
the athletes have started work
water pressure to extinguish
already this
strenuous form of amusement, volIts
blaze.
Cream of Celery
year, while the Normal huskies are
and will increase its memleyball,
contemplating such a move at once.
David J. Leahy yesterday
bership. With these classes, by the
Judge
RELISHES
fixed September 17 as the date upon
coming of spring the Y. M. C. A. will
be able to boast of the huskiest bunch
which O. A. Larrazolo, attorney for
Chow Chow
Young Onions
of men, youths and boys in the state.
the defendants, shall file an answer
Y. M. C. A. NOTES
to the complaint of James Whitmore,
MEATS
who asks that certain persons he
Secretary LeNoir is contemplating
the
Roast Sirloin of Beef, Brown Gravy
staging of a boys' minstrel show
from fencing tracts upon land
The first of .the gymnasium classes ' within
the next four months, and will
on the Ortiz grant upon which WhitSteak Ham, Champagne Sauce
of the association started this week
make a definite announcement withmore says he has a lease.
Roast Beef Hash, Southern Style
when the junior and Intermediate in
a short time. The show whicH was
classes held a session. The junior to have
been
during the sumROMA1NE FIEDING NIGHT
class will meet each Tuesday, while mer was calledstaged
ENTREE
off on account of other
At both the Photoplay and the the intermediates
will meet on Wedbusiness, but the one that will be
Browne. Different programs at each
Blackberry Charlotte
nesday. On Saturday of each week staged this winter promises to be
at
Browne,
the
theater. Program
the classes will combine. The gym"Good for Evil," one of his latest two nasium work this winter will be under
VEGETABLES
reel features. Program at the Photo- the instruction of Assistant
Secretary
The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Cream
Peas
in
and
Carrots
play, "The Power of Silence," a two Walter Burns, who made a trip to
Mashed Potatoes
Christian church will meet tomorrow
"His
Western
reel
and
Way."
feature,
Tomatoes, Mother's Style
Lake Geneva this summer and receivafternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the home
Adv.
ed a course of instruction in this
of Mrs. Olson, 915 Lincoln avenue.
work. All other classes of the asso
DESERTS
are urged to be present.
SLEEPERS
ciation will begin activities the latter All members
Cookies
Mixed
3
Roman Punch
Attached to Santa Fe train No.
part of the month.
Cherry Pie
STOLE THEIR CLOTHES
yesterday were the Matagorda and
Pullthe Escondldo,,,two new
New York, Sept.
Stitch
Arrangements are now being made
man cars, turne dout of the Pullman for the starting of another boxball
where's my switch?"
Cocoa
Iced Tea
Postum
Milk
Coffee
Tea
"Also" the speaker being Miss Sashops near Chicago last Saturday and contest. During the past two months
Buttermilk
mailing their maiden run over the the boxball apparatus has been on a die Berenzweig of No. 738 Myrtle avebecause of the nue, Brooklyn "where's my $35
e
road. The cars are the last word in temporary vacation
hot
but
start work In
rollwill
weather,
veritable
are
and
Crackers
gown and where's my lace
Cheese
ing palaces. Apparently there is real earnest the latter part of the yoke and where's my jabot?"
A schedule will be arranged
nothing lacking in the interior equip- month.
Alas! No answer.
and no doubt will create considerable
ment that would add to
"Sam Stitch" and now we have a
of passengers. interest in the game.'
and accommodation
chorus composed of Miss Pauline
Miss Jeanette
Parker and
Everything Inside and out is built of
steel and tested to withstand the
Miss Ruth Apperson "where's my AT THE HOME OF
greatest crash and weight. The Pull
our silk stocks, corsets, combi" Oh,
man company Is turning out the new
well, that's enough for the present.
EATABLE
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING
cars at the rate of four, to
Still no answer.
six each week. It is planned to have
And so S"ilent Sam Stitch is sued in
nothing but all steel equipment on
the Gates Avenue municipal court for
trains 3 and 4 after December 1.
the value of a lot of feminine frippeA particular feature of the new
ries. All because
steel cars It that the compartments
Suiday the girls went to swim at
BART-LETand drawing rooms are also placed
Coney Island. Couldn't get In a bath
Box S1.25
at one end of the car and built in
house. Crowds too big. Got a brilliant
such a way as to afford en suite con
idea. Hired a room at Sam Stitches
veniences.
Park View hotel, Sea Breeeze avenue
50c
and West Fifth street. Donned suits
there. Stayd in water for hours. Re
VILLANUEVA NOTES
Lowturned.
for
Ib
The new county bridgo
progress
Returned? Ah, yes, returned-r- to
soon
will
be
and
ready
ing rapidly
find
that Sam had rented the same
for traffic.
room to several other parties. And
It has been very dry in this part
of the country and crops are not so
these other parties had coveted and
good, as they should be.
appropriated the switch, the char- If any of the Las Vegas people want
meuse gown, the new corsets, the silk
CO.
to ride over a rough road let them
THE GRAAF
lot of
stockings, the combi well,-a-try the road from Chapelle to Viha- very nice things.
nueva.
I believe the people here
All that Sam Stitch could do, he told
STOSLE
than they do
need the road
them, was to telephone to their homes
the bridge.
and have sartorial parties started out
We have a great many invitations
for the island.
We pay 5c a pound for nice large to dances here, and a few of us atten j
Sam Stitch would not pay for the
Likmiuji ..Irk.li'
Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
Adv. clean cotton rags. Optic Publishing occasionally.
losses, and so Miss Sadie brought the
at the Opera Bar,
I notice a few words in The Optic
Co.
suit. The girls and Sam will attend
In regard to furnishing work for the
next
like
is
Tuesday morning, what promises
bone
"My dog begging for a
patrons of the Las Vegas schools. A
to be a very interesting hearing before
orator."
the argumentative
great many people thai live in your
Justice Richards.
"How so?"
would enjoy a little work once in
city
a
reply."
"Because he paws for
a while. Why not find employment
"HARVEY'S"
for them first?
Mountain
Ideal
Resort
H The;
Famous
mountain
me
this
here
ranch; 31st,
tell
that
village
,
hot
food
for
People
a
good
"Doctor, what's
J Ph0nes Ma!n 2Q and Olive 6174
Old management; old rates. Caris about 300 years old, and still the
"
weather?"
h
All Year Round Resort
riage out every Saturday. Leave or'
people carry water up a big hill for
'Pcu-tnall- v,
my dear madam, I preder? at Murpbey's or Plaza hotel.
A FRIEND,
purposes.
drinking
fi-V
cream.
ice

Hens

i2&

Servant

have a complete line of Bissell's
Sweepers on hand all the time ranging
We

in price from

$2.50 to $6.00
If You

Have a Bi sell's Swe per You Don't
Need a. Bacuum Cleaner

& 30N
J. O."Complete
JOHNSEN
Furnishers of the Home"

STEARNS' STORE

BUY API AUTO DELiVERY WAGON
Insure Prompt Deliveries at minimum Expense

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers
satisfy. Durable in construction, tellable in operation cheaper

I

wl IuhFIS

"I

whom you can
power

thn horse

''i

U

i

Will
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HOTEL

F1AINE

Dinner Sept. Jlth, 1913

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY,

Agents

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGO

d'

ALL-STEE- L

'3

.

all-ste-

lO.-'-S- am

Gross, Kelly

char-meuss-

Sole Agents

rt

EW

Fancy

all-ste-

& Co.

HOSPITAL BUILDING

ILLUSTRATED

LECTURE

FUND

COURSE

Fa.ncy Peaches For Preserving. Per

Col.R.B.TWITCHBLL,Sept. 22

Concord Grapes. Per Basket

SOLDIERS

Preserving at
est Market Price

All Other Fruits

ft

the CROSS

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6

6 lbs. for

I1AY1RD

of

THE HOLY LAND

far-mor- e

;

.

EL P0RVENI0

-

"I

I

"QllCiliui

$1.50

SEASON TICKETS

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS

CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS

:

50c
33c

